GABA Predicts Time Perception
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Our perception of time constrains our experience of the world and exerts a pivotal influence over a myriad array of cognitive and motor functions. There is emerging evidence that the perceived duration of subsecond intervals is driven by sensory-specific neural activity in human and nonhuman animals, but the mechanisms underlying individual differences in time perception remain elusive. We tested the hypothesis that elevated visual cortex GABA impairs the coding of particular visual stimuli, resulting in a dampening of visual processing and concomitant positive time-order error (relative underestimation) in the perceived duration of subsecond visual intervals. Participants completed psychophysical tasks measuring visual interval discrimination and temporal reproduction and we measured in vivo resting state GABA in visual cortex using magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Time-order error selectively correlated with GABA concentrations in visual cortex, with elevated GABA associated with a rightward horizontal shift in psychometric functions, reflecting a positive time-order error (relative underestimation). These results demonstrate anatomical, neurochemical, and task specificity and suggest that visual cortex GABA contributes to individual differences in time perception.

Introduction

There is increasing recognition that the timing of subsecond intervals is subserved by distributed sensory- or context-specific mechanisms (Mauk and Buonomano, 2004; Grondin, 2010; Büeti, 2011). Recent research using electrophysiological recordings from sensory-processing-relevant brain regions in macaques strongly suggests that stimulus-specific neuronal activity contributes to subsecond interval timing. Sadeghi et al. (2011) found that neuronal activity in V5/MT in macaques was greater for oddball (novel) stimuli presented at the end of a sequence of homogeneous motion stimuli (standards). Human volunteers perceive oddballs to be longer in duration than standard stimuli, suggesting that the perceived dilation of a stimulus is a direct consequence of local stimulus-specific neuronal activity (Eagleman and Pariyadath, 2009). A second study (Mayo and Sommer, 2013) similarly found that the strength of the neuronal response in frontal eye field to visual comparison intervals predicted whether macaques misperceived the intervals relative to standard intervals. Relative to correct responses, overestimation was associated with a larger neuronal response, whereas underestimation was associated with a smaller neuronal response. These results suggest that the magnitude of the stimulus-specific neuronal response determines the perceived duration of the stimulus. Accordingly, interindividual heterogeneity in the perceived duration of subsecond intervals (Wiener et al., 2013) may arise from variability in endogenous constraints on the neuronal response to sensory stimuli.

Multiple studies demonstrate that GABA dampens visual processing and its neural substrates, thereby implicating GABA as a potential mediating factor in the perceived duration of visual intervals. GABA_A agonists have been shown to impair visual discrimination (Giersch and Herzog, 2004), reduce visual awareness (van Loon et al., 2012), and attenuate the neurophysiological response (P3 event-related brain potential component) to visual oddball stimuli (Watson et al., 2009), which are typically perceived to be dilated (Eagleman and Pariyadath, 2009).

On the basis of these findings, we hypothesized that elevated GABA in visual cortex suppresses the firing of excitatory neurons that code for particular visual stimuli or visual intervals, thereby deteriorating visual processing. Perceived duration is closely tied to the allocation of processing resources to a stimulus (Buhusi and Meck, 2009), so a GABA-mediated deterioration of stimulus processing and concomitant reduction in visual awareness should produce a perceived contraction of comparison stimuli relative to standard stimuli (Terao et al., 2008; Eagleman and Pariyadath, 2009; Mayo and Sommer, 2013). We used a duration discrimination task in which participants encoded the intervals of a series of homogeneous standards and then judged comparison intervals of varying duration relative to the standards. We tested the prediction that resting state GABA levels in visual cortex, as measured by magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS; Stagg et al., 2011a; Puts and Edden, 2012), would be associated with relative underestimation of subsecond visual intervals (positive time-order error; Hellström, 1985, 2003).
Materials and Methods

Participants. Fifteen right-handed (Chapman and Chapman, 1987) healthy participants (12 female, median age 23.3 ± 5.1 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity participated in the study. None had a history of psychiatric or neurological illness nor did any display contraindications for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Participants provided informed consent to take part in accordance with the approval of a local ethics committee. To control for the possible confounding effect of menstrual cycle on GABA (Epperson et al., 2002), female participants were classified as being in the follicular phase (first 14 d of cycle; n = 8), as being in the luteal phase (last 14 d of cycle, n = 3), or as having no phase because of medication (n = 1).

Duration discrimination. In this task, participants were first instructed to estimate and memorize the duration of a standard interval (blue circle) that was presented repeatedly (Fig. 1A). Subsequently, they were presented with a comparison interval (blue circle) and a response screen prompting them to judge whether the comparison was shorter or longer than the standard by depressing one of two keys with their right index or right middle finger, respectively. The standard interval was fixed at 500 ms, whereas comparison intervals varied from 395 to 605 ms at 30 ms increments (395, 425, 455, 485, 515, 545, 575, or 605 ms).

Duration reproduction. In this task (Fig. 1B), participants were instructed to estimate and memorize the duration of an empty test interval (blank screen between a white fixation cross and a blue circle). This interval varied from 450 to 1500 ms in increments of 150 ms (450, 600, 750, 900, 1050, 1200, 1350, and 1500 ms). Participants were subsequently presented with a blue fixation cross, which prompted them to hold the response key with their right index or right middle finger, respectively. The test interval varied from 450 to 1500 ms in increments of 150 ms (450, 600, 750, 900, 1050, 1200, 1350, and 1500 ms). Participants were subsequently challenged to reproduce the presented interval by depressing the response key, a blank screen appeared to mimic the test interval. Upon release of the response key, a white circle was presented, completing the interval.

Procedure. Participants completed the (counterbalanced) tasks on separate days. Participants completed the two tasks at a distance of 70 cm with fixation and interval stimuli subtending visual angles of 1° and 2.5°, respectively. Trials in both tasks were separated by a jittered intertrial interval (ITI) ranging from 500 to 700 ms in increments of 50 ms. In the duration discrimination task, participants completed one practice block of five standards and 16 trials and four blocks of 10 standards and 80 trials. In the duration reproduction task, participants completed one practice block of 16 trials and four blocks of 80 trials. Participants responded using a Cedrus response pad. Stimulus presentation was implemented with E-Prime version 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools).

MRI data acquisition. All participants were scanned on a 3T Siemens scanner with a body coil transmitter and a 32-channel receiver head array. We first acquired a high-resolution T1-weighted scan using a magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence (Stagg et al., 2011c). Short-TE MRS data were next acquired in two localized voxels measuring 2 × 2 × 2 cm in primary visual cortex and in the hand knob in the left hemisphere, known to represent the hand area of primary motor cortex (Stagg et al., 2011c; Fig. 2) under eyes-open conditions in counterbalanced order. Shimming was performed using the vendor-provided automated shim tool. Short-TE MR spectra were acquired with the spin-echo full-intensity acquired localized (SPECIAL) sequence (2048 points, spectral width = 2000 Hz, TR/TE = 4000/8.5 ms, 128 averages; Mekle et al., 2009). Outer volume suppression was applied before each scan to saturate spins on all six sides of the voxel of interest, and variable power RF pulses with optimized relaxation delays (VAPOR) water suppression was used (Tkac et al., 2001). Last, eight averages of water-unsuppressed data were acquired with the same localization scheme. This method was used to compute concentrations of GABA, glutamate, and creatine; note that other neurotransmitters implicated in time perception, such as dopamine (Coull et al., 2011) and serotonin (Sysoeva et al., 2010), cannot be measured with proton MRS because of their low concentrations in vivo.

Behavioral data analysis. Duration discrimination data were modeled using the Palamedes toolbox (Prins and Kingdom, 2009) for MATLAB (The MathWorks) and duration reproduction data were analyzed using customized routines in MATLAB. In the former, for each participant, the probabilities of a long response [p(long)] across comparison intervals were fitted with a logistic function (Fig. 1C) defined by four parameters: threshold α, slope β, guess rate γ, and lapse rate λ. The threshold and slope were set as free parameters that were estimated using maximum likelihood estimation, whereas guess and lapse rates were fixed at 0 and 0.1, respectively. Model fit was acceptable for all participants (pDevs > 0.2; Kingdom and Prins, 2010). The location of the psychometric function at p(long) = 0.5 was taken as the point of subjective equality (PSE), the duration of the comparison interval that is perceived as equivalent to...
the standard interval (Fig. 1C,D). PSE values were interpreted as reflecting time-order error in the task: values $>500$ and $<500$ reflect relative underestimation and overestimation, respectively, of the comparison intervals. Response precision was computed with the Weber fraction (WF), which is the difference limen $[(t(p_{\text{long}}) = 0.75) - t(p_{\text{long}}) = 0.25)]/2$ divided by the PSE.

In the duration reproduction task, we calculated the deviation of response durations from the corresponding test interval (Fig. 1E). Mean deviation across intervals ($M_{\text{dev}}$) was used as a measure of temporal reproduction (larger values reflect underreproduction) as a control for time-order error in the duration discrimination task.

**MRS postprocessing and analysis.** Initial postprocessing was performed using in-house software as implemented in MATLAB. Thirty-two-channel data were recombined in a weighted fashion, with coil weights and phases determined using the magnitude and phase, respectively, of channel data were recombined in a weighted fashion, with coil weights using in-house software as implemented in MATLAB. Thirty-two-time-order error in the duration discrimination task.

Within voxels, motor cortex GABA correlated with glutamate ($r = -0.81$, $p < 0.01$; CIs: 0.70, 0.96), whereas the relationship between visual cortex GABA and glutamate was weakly suggestive ($r = 0.47$, $p = 0.09$; CIs: 0.06, 0.71). Across voxels, GABA concentrations were uncorrelated ($r = -0.24$, $p = 0.40$; CIs: $-0.72$, 0.66), as were glutamate concentrations ($r = -0.13$, $p = 0.65$; CIs: $-0.48$, 0.62), which is consistent with previous research (Puts and Edden, 2012).

There was a tendency for participants to underestimate comparison intervals in the duration discrimination task by $\sim 30$ ms, reflecting a positive time-order error ($M_{\text{dev\_long}} = 529 \pm 12$ ms, one-sample $t = 2.37$, $p < 0.05$, $d = 0.63$; Fig. 1D). Our prediction that positive time-order error, reflecting a rightward horizontal shift of the psychometric function, would be associated with elevated GABA was supported by a positive correlation between visual cortex GABA concentrations and PSEs ($r = 0.67$, $p < 0.01$; Fig. 3B). Bootstrap resampling revealed that this effect was internally replicable (Fig. 3E). In contrast, duration discrimination precision, as measured by WF, did not correlate with visual cortex GABA concentrations ($r = 0.12$, $p = 0.70$; CIs: $-0.56$, 0.80). The correlation between visual cortex GABA and PSEs remained significant when female participants’ menstrual phase (Epperson et al., 2002) was included as a covariate ($r_{\text{ps}} = 0.67$, $p = 0.01$; CIs: 0.28, 0.90). Although MRS-derived estimates of occipital cortex GABA concentrations are insensitive to circadian changes in GABA levels (Evans et al., 2010), timing is known to vary as a function of time of day (Lustig and Meck, 2001). However, the relationship between visual cortex GABA and PSEs remained stable when controlling for the time at which the duration discrimination task was completed, the time of the MR scan, and the temporal discrepancy between these two times ($r_{\text{ps}} > 0.62$, $p < 0.03$), suggesting that this relationship is not artifactual of circadian influences on GABA levels or interval timing. We next undertook three sets of control analyses to examine the anatomical, neurochemical, and task specificity of this relationship.

Our first set of control analyses investigated the anatomical specificity of the relationship between visual cortex GABA concentrations and PSEs. Motor cortex GABA concentrations did not correlate with PSEs ($r = -0.12$, $p = 0.71$; Fig. 3A, D). Moreover, a bootstrap resampling analysis showed that the correlation between visual cortex GABA concentrations and PSEs was signif-
Our results demonstrate that the perceived duration of subsecond visual intervals is associated with resting state GABA concentrations in visual cortex. GABA concentrations in primary visual cortex correlated positively with time-order error, accounting for
~45% of the variance, indicating that elevated GABA is associated with a rightward horizontal shift in the psychometric function, reflecting relative underestimation of comparison intervals. Bootstrap resampling analyses also showed that this relationship is internally replicable. Further results point to the specificity of this relationship. Time-order error was unrelated to GABA concentrations in motor cortex and the relationship between time-order error and visual cortex GABA concentrations was independent of motor cortex GABA concentrations, indicating that the observed effect is specific to visual cortex. Time-order error was also unrelated to glutamate concentrations in visual cortex, thereby specifically implicating inhibitory activity in the perceived duration of visual intervals. Finally, GABA concentrations were unrelated to precision of duration discrimination and to duration reproduction, which suggests that GABA is specifically associated with the perceived duration of visual intervals. Cumulatively, these results demonstrate anatomical, chemical, and task specificity and suggest a role for visual cortex GABA concentrations in the perceived duration of subsecond visual intervals.

The current results bridge findings from disparate research areas and are consistent with the hypothesis that resting-state GABA concentrations contribute to interindividual variability in time-order error in duration discrimination. Our results complement electrophysiological research in macaques showing that perceived duration is a consequence of the magnitude of the neuronal response to visual intervals (Sadeghi et al., 2011; Mayo and Sommer, 2013; see also Eagleman and Pariyadath, 2009). The present findings further suggest a link between electrophysiological results and pharmacological and neuroimaging studies implicating GABA in visual processing (Edden et al., 2009; van Loon et al., 2012). Elevated GABA may attenuate visual processing through inhibition of sensory-specific excitatory activity (Watson et al., 2009; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2012). Our results suggest that this has the consequence of contracting the relative duration of comparison intervals, resulting in a rightward horizontal shift of psychometric functions (positive time-order error). Research showing that a GABA_A agonist impaired interval discrimination of auditory intervals (Rammsayer, 1992; Rammsayer, 1999) suggests that this relationship may extend beyond the visual domain. Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain). Insofar as GABA contributes to network dynamics by helping to shape network oscillatory patterns (the visual domain).

The WF, in a duration discrimination task, but not low-level visual processing. Although this represents a plausible interpretation that is worthy of further research, a number of features of the present study more strongly favor a sensory processing interpretation. First, we observed our effect in the PSE, which represents a measure of perceptual bias toward relative contraction or dilation of the comparison interval, not precision. Second, Salvioni et al. (2013) used an empty interval task similar to the reproduction task we used as a control, which is less likely to tax visual processing (see also Gorea, 2011). Finally, multiple studies have supported a link between variability in visual cortex GABA levels and individual differences in visual processing (Edden et al., 2009; Yoon et al., 2010; van Loon et al., 2012), rendering a role for GABA in coding for visual stimuli more likely than a role coding for visual intervals per se. Further research is required to more clearly discriminate between these competing interpretations.

Further questions remain regarding the temporal locus of GABA’s influence on interval timing. A recent study found that a GABA_A receptor agonist did not affect early visual processing (<120 ms), but deleteriously affected later processing (>150 ms; van Loon et al., 2012). Other research found that a GABA_A agonist impaired auditory interval discrimination with 1000 ms, but not with 100 ms, intervals (Rammsayer, 1992; Rammsayer, 1999). These results and the likelihood that MRS is measuring (extrasynaptic) GABA tone (Stagg et al., 2011a; Stagg et al., 2011c), which may lead to slower effects on cortical processing, suggest that elevated GABA will be associated with time-order error only for intervals >150 ms. The upper temporal limit of GABA’s influence on interval timing is less clear. The neural mechanisms underlying the perception of subsecond intervals differ from those that subserve suprasecond intervals (Lewis and Miall, 2003; Gooch et al., 2011), so it is plausible that the relationship between resting state GABA concentrations and time-order error is restricted to short intervals (see also Gorea, 2011). Because the principal aim of this study was to examine the relationship between GABA and time-order error for subsecond intervals, following on from previous macaque electrophysiology research (Mayo and Sommer, 2013), we did not measure suprasecond interval discrimination. The inclusion of suprasecond intervals in future research may help to dissociate additive effects, which are attentional effects pertaining to switch closure latency in pacemaker-accumulator models of interval timing and are independent of duration, and multiplicative effects, which pertain to arousal-specific changes in pacemaker speed and should only affect long durations (Maricq et al., 1981; Penney et al., 2000). It is unlikely that the observed relationship represents an arousal effect because of the latency of the intervals, but also because of...
the topography of the effect. Contrasting interval and color discrimination could help to determine roles for attention and working memory in the observed relationship (Coull et al., 2004). However, we recently found that variability in visual cortex GABA concentrations was unrelated to individual differences in color working memory (D.B. Terhune, L. Murray, and R. Cohen Kadosh, unpublished observations). This suggests that the observed effect is driven by the relationship between GABA concentrations and visual perception, which is consistent with research suggesting that the time-order error is perceptual (Dyjas and Ulrich, 2013).

Considerable attention has been devoted to whether time perception is subserved by dedicated modality-independent timing mechanisms such as a pacemaker-accumulator internal clock system or intrinsic mechanisms such as local sensory-specific neuronal activity (for review, see Ivry and Schlerf, 2008). One way of reconciling these positions is the hypothesis that intrinsic mechanisms process subsecond intervals, whereas dedicated timing circuits process suprasecond intervals (Ivry and Schlerf, 2008; Coull et al., 2011). Alternatively, it may be that time perception is enabled by a core cortical-thalamic basal ganglia circuit that receives signals from local sensory-specific areas (Merchant et al., 2013). Therefore, elevated endogenous GABA may alter the timing signal produced by the local neuronal response to a stimulus before it is processed upstream in a core timing circuit, thereby affecting the pacemaker or accumulator. Recent fMRI evidence implicating putamen in the timing of subsecond visual intervals (Coull et al., 2012) is consistent with this idea. Regardless of whether they are more closely aligned with intrinsic mechanisms or a hybrid model, our results suggest that endogenous GABA concentrations represent a local source of the interindividual heterogeneity often observed in subsecond visual interval timing (Wiener et al., 2013). Further research on the role of GABA in visual processing is likely to expand our understanding of the neural basis of time perception, including timing deficits in clinical populations (Allman and Meck, 2012) and the possibility of modulating GABA noninvasively (Stagg et al., 2011b) to improve atypical time perception.
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